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A promise was given by the United States that the Loyalists, The i
the adherents of Great Britain in the colonies, should suffer America6 °
no further confiscation and this was reinforced by a re- rec°£msed-
commendation of Congress to the separate States that the
laws against them should be removed and their property
restored.    Unfortunately  the  States  disregarded this re-
commendation and Great Britain was unable to intervene
further in the interests of the Loyalists, many of whom
suffered severe persecution  and cruelty;  thousands soon
emigrated into Canada.1
Great Britain had also to balance her account with her Britain's
European enemies. She regained Grenada, St. Vincent,
Dominica, St. Christopher, and Montserrat, but she had to
restore St. Lucia and cede Tobago to France, and Florida
and Minorca to Spain. Shelburne and Grafton would even
have surrendered Gibraltar had a sufficiently high price
been offered them, but the Duke of Richmond and Admiral
Keppel successfully organised the opposition to this proposal.
There were many reasons for England's failure to crush^The causes
the American rebellion.    In the first place all the difficulties Britain's
of the Seven Years* War were present with increased force: fallnre:
the British army was fighting in a country -three -.thousand i. Distance
miles from home, which could be reached only after a voyage from
of at least six weeks and on territory which was full of Irtish ig-n
pitfalls for those who had made no serious effort to master America. °f
the topography of the district.    In the absence of any large
Loyalist colonial forces,  victory could have been gained
only by the employment of an enormous English force
overseas.    It was not that Washington's army was either
very large or well provided for, for his difficulties were
little less than those of his English opponents.    But the
American army was fighting on its own ground, and the loss
of a few battles could not end the resistance of the colonies.
Washington was hampered by undisciplined forces, by the
short service for which they were enlisted, by lack of ade-
1 See Chapter X., p. 282. " The total outlay on the part of
Great Britain, both during and after the war, on account of the
Loyalists, must have amounted to not less than ^6,000,000, exclusive
of the value of the lands assigned" (Knowles, Econ. Devel. of
Overseas Emp.t vol. iL, p. 147.)

